For Utilities

We provide the data.
You make the call.
Our Energy offering centralizes news, data, analytics, and proprietary regulatory research
on electric power, natural gas, and water utilities in one easy-to-use online platform.
Behind every data point, there’s a person—
passionate about the Energy business.

You can’t predict the future, but you can
act strategically with trusted insight.

That’s why you’ll benefit from data beyond basic financial
schedules, including utility-specific items like planned CapEx
details, deep regulatory accounting details, plus customer
sales, revenues, and counts. Perform “cost per customer” peer
benchmarking analysis, credit analysis, and valuations. Or,
visualize your market with our custom mapping tool.

With our power forecasting tool, your valuations can track
current market conditions and recent developments. From
swings in natural gas future strips, to permitting or changes
in emission rules, we can help you forecast the market impact
with our quarterly releases. We maintain details on every
power plant project in development, so you can navigate
hurdles as they arise.

Our utility regulation and financials research is
your key to calculated business decisions.
View detailed research on water, natural gas, and electric
utilities from Market Intelligence Research, formerly
Regulatory Research Associates (RRA), a group within S&P
Global Market Intelligence who have years of experience in
regulatory analysis. Review financial analysis, including:
-- Topical special reports covering areas like capital
expenditures or MLP cash flows
-- Monthly market performance data reports
-- Company reports with strategic overviews of
business models.

Utility comparative analysis is made easy with our tools.
Utility-specific financial and operating details are housed
in our platform, including planned CapEx details, asset level
operations, customer counts, through-puts, and volumes.
Quickly query with our Excel Add-In, then fine-tune your
analysis with customizable templates. Gain insight into
operating costs by reviewing fuel and technology types. Or,
review capacity factors and heat rates in aggregate.
We are so passionate about delivering the highest possible
degree of quality that we offer $50 rewards to clients who
identify a verified mistake or omission in our data.

Run detailed analysis with our deep news summaries.

--

Real-time updates on key developments in rate cases

With electric power newsletters linked to timely and
relevant data, you’re able to examine the issues core to your
analysis: environmental, regulatory, corporate finance, M&A,
infrastructure build, commodity markets, and more. Explore
news and new summaries at the interval that best suits your
schedule—daily, weekly, monthly, or real-time.

--

Rate case history

Turn to service you can count on.

--

Detailed criteria - Requested Rate of Return, Authorized
Rate of Return, Rate of Return, Rate base—for 30 years

--

Continuously updated commission profiles

Nothing satisfies us more than helping you complete a project
or meet a deadline. Turn to our 24x7x365 global support team
anytime, from anywhere. We're just a phone call or email away.

--

Periodic reports on major regulatory issues

Gain greater understanding of state utility regulation via State
Commission profiles, along with a proprietary ranking.
Review regulatory analysis to stay on top of state utility
regulation with:

See SEC filings, FERC filings, monthly regulatory updates on
water utilities, or state level gas utility filings financial and
operating details.

About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry
data, research, and news into tools that help track performance,
generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive
and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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